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High-Frequency Trading Firms in the Enforcement Crosshairs
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R ight on the heels of Flash Boys, Michael Lewis’s
bestselling book detailing the darker side of high-
frequency trading (HFT), government regulators

launched a series of high-profile investigations target-
ing many of the largest trading firms in the U.S. These
investigations, led by the Department of Justice, the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission and the New York at-
torney general, have resulted in a series of charges
against U.S. HFT firms and, most recently, the first fed-
eral criminal prosecution against a high-frequency
trader. While the accusations of fraud have been wide-
spread, it remains uncertain whether these investiga-
tions are limited to rogue traders engaging in abusive
trading practices or whether enforcement authorities
are seeking to cast a wider net over what were once be-
lieved to be commonly accepted practices of HFT firms.

Action by the DOJ
In testimony before a House Appropriations subcom-

mittee on April 4, Attorney General Eric Holder ac-
knowledged that the DOJ is investigating whether HFT
practiced by some investors violates insider trading
laws.1 Holder stated that the DOJ ‘‘is committed to en-
suring the integrity of our financial markets, and we are
determined to follow this investigation wherever the
facts and law may lead.’’

The DOJ’s commitment to investigating HFT was un-
derscored by the April announcement of Zachary Far-
don, U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois,
regarding the creation of a Securities and Commodities

1 09 WCR 244 (4/18/14). See also Jake Miller, Attorney Gen-
eral Eric Holder confirms federal investigation into high-speed
trading, CBS News (April 4, 2014), available at http://
www.cbsnews.com/news/attorney-general-eric-holder-
confirms-federal-investigation-into-high-speed-trading/.
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Fraud section at the Chicago-based U.S. Attorney’s Of-
fice that would handle ‘‘cases involving publicly-traded
companies, regulated financial entities, and Chicago’s
trading exchanges.’’2

Six months later, on Oct. 1, that office brought the
first federal criminal indictment against a high-
frequency trader for alleged violations of the anti-
spoofing provision of the Commodity Exchange Act
(CEA).3 The 12-count indictment alleges that Michael J.
Coscia, the sole owner of Panther Energy Trading LLC,
made more than $1.5 million by engaging in prohibited
high-speed trading between August 2011 and October
2011, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1348 (commodities
fraud) and 7 U.S.C. § 6c (spoofing).4 In addition to hefty
fines, Coscia faces up to 25 years’ imprisonment on
each of the charges of commodities fraud and up to 10
years’ imprisonment on each of the spoofing charges.5

According to the indictment, Coscia used self-
designed HFT programs to enter large volume orders
with the intent of automatically (and almost instanta-
neously) canceling those orders before they could be
filled by other traders. The indictment alleges that the
purpose of these orders was to ‘‘create a false impres-
sion regarding the number of contracts available in the
market, and to fraudulently induce other market par-
ticipants to react to the deceptive market information
he created.’’6 The indictment also alleges that these
large orders moved the market in a direction favorable
to Coscia, allowing him to buy contracts at prices lower
than, or sell at prices higher than, those previously
available in the market. The programs then allegedly
‘‘immediately entered a second trade order on the other
side of the market,’’ at which point the process was re-
peated.7

Investigations of HFT are not limited to Chicago. In
July, U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New
York Preet Bharara acknowledged that ‘‘high-
frequency trading is getting a lot of attention, as it
should.’’8 Bharara shared his ‘‘sense that it’s a bit more

of a regulatory issue than a criminal prosecution issue,
. . . but prosecutors in my office and the FBI are looking
at it to see if . . . there’s a basis to bring a charge, if
people are acting with criminal intent and are taking
unfair advantage based on the laws as they are written
out.’’

HFT firms should be aware that the DOJ has devoted
significant resources to investigating and prosecuting
cases involving HFT-related misconduct. Moving for-
ward, the DOJ will continue to look, in large part, to the
work of its regulatory partners for cases to charge. For
example, the Coscia criminal case was born out of Chi-
cago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and CFTC inquiries
that, in July 2013, resulted in disciplinary action
against, and a sizable civil settlement with, Coscia and
his firm.9 HFT firms should be cognizant of their expo-
sure to criminal investigation and prosecution irrespec-
tive of whether regulatory inquiries are resolved
through settlement. The DOJ, through the FBI, is also
seeking to independently identify cases worthy of inves-
tigation and prosecution by asking traders and stock
exchange workers to act as whistle-blowers and report
to the FBI evidence of HFT abuses.10 Regardless of who
is responsible for the investigation of HFT-related con-
duct, the resulting criminal prosecution of that conduct
can threaten an HFT firm’s very existence and subject
its traders to sizable fines and lengthy terms of impris-
onment.

CFTC Guidance
In May 2013, the CFTC issued ‘‘Antidisruptive Prac-

tices Guidance’’ regarding spoofing and other practices
prohibited by the Dodd-Frank amendment to the
CEA.11 The CFTC clarified that a market participant
must act ‘‘with some degree of intent . . . beyond reck-
lessness to engage in the ‘spoofing’ trading practices
prohibited by the CEA.’’12 The CFTC clarified that a

2 Lynn Marek, New U.S. Attorney Unit Targets Securities,
Commodities Fraud, Crain’s Chicago Business (April 16,
2014), available at http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/
20140416/NEWS01/140419830/new-u-s-attorney-unit-targets-
securities-commodities-fraud; DOJ, About United States Attor-
ney’s Office Northern District of Illinois, available at http://
www.justice.gov/usao/iln/about.html.

3 09 WCR 696 (10/17/14). See also FBI press release, High
Frequency Trader Indicted for Manipulating Commodities Fu-
tures Markets in First Federal Prosecution for Spoofing (Oct.
2, 2014), available at http://www.fbi.gov/chicago/press-
releases/2014/high-frequency-trader-indicted-for-
manipulating-commodities-futures-markets-in-first-federal-
prosecution-for-spoofing.

4 See United States v. Coscia, No. 1:14-cr-00551 (N.D. Ill.
Oct. 1, 2014).

5 18 U.S.C. § 1348; 7 U.S.C. § 6c.
6 Coscia indictment at 3, ¶ 3.
7 Id. at 6, ¶ 12.
8 CNBC, CNBC Exclusive: Preet Bharara Speaks with

CNBC’s Jim Cramer and David Faber from CNBC Institutional

Investor Delivering Alpha Conference (July 16, 2014), avail-
able at http://www.cnbc.com/id/101842606.

9 CME Group, Notice of Disciplinary Action, available at
http://www.cmegroup.com/tools-information/lookups/
advisories/disciplinary/CME-11-8581-BC-MICHAEL-
COSCIA.html; CFTC press release (PR6649-13), CFTC Orders
Panther Energy Trading LLC and its Principal Michael J.
Coscia to Pay $2.9 Million and Bans Them from Trading for
One Year, for Spoofing in Numerous Commodity Futures Con-
tracts (July 22, 2013), available at http://www.cftc.gov/
PressRoom/PressReleases/pr6649-13.

10 Keri Geiger and Patricia Hurtado, FBI Seeks Help from
High-Frequency Traders to Find Abuses, Bloomberg (April 1,
2014), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-03-
31/fbi-said-to-probe-high-speed-traders-over-abuse-of-
information.html.

11 See Antidisruptive Practices Guidance—Interpretative
Guidance and Policy Statement (Antidisruptive Practices
Guidance), available at http://www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/
public/@newsroom/documents/file/
federalregister051613d.pdf; 7 U.S.C. § 6(c).

12 Id. at 24.
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market participant who makes ‘‘a legitimate, good-faith
cancellation or modification of orders (e.g., partially
filled orders or properly placed stop-loss orders)’’
would not violate the spoofing provision of the CEA.
The CFTC will look at a number of facts to determine
whether trading in question is legitimate or ‘‘spoofing,’’
including ‘‘the market context, the person’s pattern of
trading activity . . . and other relevant facts and circum-
stances.’’

The CFTC’s guidance is particularly important given
its role in providing regulatory oversight of the CME
and other markets.13 For example, although the CME is
a for-profit company, it also monitors traders and trad-
ing firms, often referring suspicious behavior to the
CFTC’s enforcement division.14 In July 2013, the CFTC
brought the first anti-spoofing case of its kind against
Coscia and Panther for illegal trading that took place on
CME Group’s Globex trading platform in 2011, order-
ing Coscia and Panther to pay $2.8 million in penalties
for engaging in spoofing and banning them from trad-
ing on any CFTC-registered entity for one year.15 In a
concurring statement, then-CFTC Commissioner Bart
Chilton said he agreed with the civil monetary penalty
but believed Coscia’s conduct ‘‘warrant[ed] the imposi-
tion of a much more significant trading ban to protect
markets and consumers.’’ Chilton stated that regulators
‘‘will be tenacious and tireless in our efforts to track
down market predators who break the rules.’’

The CFTC has continued to vigorously investigate
trading firms and traders for spoofing. For example, ac-
cording to a complaint filed in Illinois state court, the
CFTC has been investigating Chicago-based 3Red Trad-
ing LLC, an HFT firm, and its co-founders, Igor Oys-
tacher and Edwin Johnson, since November 2011.16

At the same time, the CFTC has made efforts to ad-
dress what it views as systemic risks to markets posed
by automated trading, including HFT. In September
2013, the CFTC issued a ‘‘Concept Release’’ on risk con-
trols for automated trading systems and HFT.17 The re-
lease received several dozen comments, and the CFTC

has indicated that it will make initial recommendations
once it completes its review.18

HFT firms should expect the CFTC to continue its
vigorous enforcement of spoofing as defined by the
Dodd-Frank amendment and antidisruptive practices
guidance. As suggested by the concept release, the
CFTC will likely adopt additional guidance that will re-
quire HFT firms to operate in an increasingly transpar-
ent market. Given the comments of then-Commissioner
Chilton, the CFTC may seek to impose increasingly
large and burdensome penalties against those HFT
firms it can prove engaged in spoofing.

SEC Response
In May 2014, SEC Chairwoman Mary Jo White ex-

plained that the SEC had ‘‘intensified [its] review of
market structure issues, including high-frequency and
off-exchange trading practices,’’ and that it was utiliz-
ing certain technologies to better understand these
practices.19 On Oct. 16, 2014, the SEC’s focus on HFT
resulted in the filing of its first market-manipulation
cease-and-desist order against an HFT firm under Sec-
tion 10(b) and Rule 10(b)-5 of the Securities Exchange
Act, which prohibits fraud in connection with the pur-
chase or sale of securities.20 In the order, the SEC al-
leged that HFT firm Athena Capital Research LLC used
sophisticated and complex computer programs and al-
gorithms to execute ‘‘rapid-fire trades’’ to manipulate
the closing price of thousands of publicly traded securi-
ties during the final seconds of each trading day over a
six-month period from June to December 2009.

In addition to the suspect nature of Athena’s trading
practices, the SEC emphasized that Athena personnel
ignored an automated regulatory alert from NASDAQ
that ‘‘[s]uspicious orders or quotes that are potentially
intended to manipulate the opening or closing price will
be reported immediately to FINRA.’’ The internal
Athena correspondence forwarding this alert cautioned,
‘‘Let’s make sure we don’t kill the golden goose,’’ which
the SEC determined to constitute a willful violation of
the SEA. Athena, which did not admit or deny culpabil-
ity, resolved the case by agreeing to pay a $1 million
fine.

The Athena case is unlikely to be the only enforce-
ment action brought by the SEC against an HFT firm.21

According to an internal SEC document reviewed by

13 See Designated Contract Markets (DCMS), CFTC, avail-
able at http://www.cftc.gov/IndustryOversight/
TradingOrganizations/DCMs/index.htm.

14 See Lynn Marek, A guide to the complicated world of fu-
tures regulation, Crain’s Chicago Business (April 22, 2013),
available at http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20130420/
ISSUE01/304209980/a-guide-to-the-complicated-world-of-
futures-regulation. Further, the CME has recently taken a
more active role in its own policing of HFT. Effective Sept. 15,
2014, the CME adopted Rule 575, which mirrors Section 747 of
the Dodd-Frank Act and prohibits both spoofing and trade
stuffing. See http://www.cmegroup.com/tools-information/
lookups/advisories/market-regulation/files/RA1405-5.pdf.

15 See CFTC press release (PR6649-13), CFTC Orders Pan-
ther Trading LLC and its Principal Michael J. Coscia to pay
$2.8 Million and Bans Them from Trading for One Year, for
Spoofing in Numerous Commodity Futures Contracts (July 22,
2013), available at http://www.cftc.gov/PressRoom/
PressReleases/pr6649-13.

16 Johnson v. Gardiner Koch Weisberg & Wrona, No. 2014-
L-006857, complaint at 17, ¶ 70 (Cir. Ct. of Cook Cnty. June 27,
2014). According to the complaint, in June 2013, Johnson
learned that Eurex, the European futures exchange, joined the
CFTC in examining 3Red’s trading practices. Id. at 22, ¶ 93.

17 See 78 Fed. Reg. 56,542 (Sept. 12, 2013), available at
http://www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@lrfederalregister/
documents/file/2013-22185a.pdf.

18 Concept Release on Risk Controls and System Safe-
guards for Automated Trading Environments, CFTC (Sept. 9,
2013), available at http://www.cftc.gov/ucm/groups/public/@
newsroom/documents/file/federalregister090913.pdf.

19 Mary Jo White, SEC chairwoman, testimony before the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services
and General Government (May 14, 2014)

20 In the matter of Athena Capital Research LLC, Adminis-
trative proceeding file No. 3-16199, Order Instituting Adminis-
trative and Cease-and-Desist Proceedings Pursuant to Section
21c of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Section 203(e)
of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Making Findings, and
Imposing Remedial Sanctions and a Cease-and-Desist Order
(Oct. 16, 2014), available at http://www.sec.gov/litigation/
admin/2014/34-73369.pdf.

21 John McCrank, SEC Targets 10 firms in high frequency
trading probe—SEC document, Reuters (July 17, 2014), avail-
able at http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/07/17/us-sec-
investigation-highfrequencytradin-
idUSKBN0FM2TW20140717.
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Reuters, the SEC told its staff in March 2014 that it was
‘‘interested in any tips, complaints, or referrals’’ regard-
ing 10 HFT firms and their brokers. In the interim, the
SEC has adopted ‘‘stronger, mandatory rules that re-
flect current market reality.’’22 On Nov. 19, the SEC ad-
opted rules, referred to as Regulation Systems Compli-
ance and Integrity (Regulation SCI), which require cer-
tain organizations, trading systems, plan processors
and clearing agencies ‘‘to have comprehensive policies
in place for their technological systems.’’23 According
to the SEC, ‘‘[t]he rules also provide a framework for
these entities to, among other things, take appropriate
correction action when systems issues occur; provide
notifications and reports to the SEC regarding systems
problems and systems changes; inform members and
participants about systems issues; conduct business
continuity testing; and conduct annual reviews of auto-
mated systems.’’

The SEC’s adoption of Regulation SCI will allow the
commission to more readily identify instances of mar-
ket manipulation by HFT firms. The Athena case re-
flects that the SEC will examine evidence that ranges
from technical data to routine internal correspondence
to prove a firm’s fraudulent intent and conduct. Moving
forward, the SEC is likely to carefully examine any tips,
complaints or referrals it receives regarding miscon-
duct by an HFT firm, regardless of whether the firm is
the subject of an ongoing inquiry.

New York AG Files Lawsuit
HFT firms and the financial institutions with which

they work should also expect increased scrutiny at the
state level. In June, after an extensive investigation,
New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman filed
the first state court lawsuit involving an HFT firm. The
lawsuit, filed in New York State Supreme Court,24

brings civil fraud charges against Barclays, claiming
that the bank was operating its private trading platform,
or ‘‘dark pool,’’ to favor predatory high-frequency trad-
ers.25 Schneiderman brought the lawsuit under New
York’s Martin Act, a state securities law, which requires
proof only that a fraud occurred, not that the firm or fi-
nancial institution in question intended to defraud in-
vestors.26

Dark pools, trading venues typically operated inside
large financial institutions, allow investors to submit or-
ders to buy and sell futures contracts without notifying
the broader market of their trading activity. The case
against Barclays alleges that the bank overrode safe-
guards to protect dark pool investors from predatory

high-frequency traders and assigned ‘‘safe’’ ratings to
traders in the dark pool previously deemed to be preda-
tory. The lawsuit also alleges that Barclays falsified
marketing materials, representing to investors that the
dark pool contained a lower concentration of high-
frequency traders than it actually did.

Barclays has filed a motion to dismiss asserting,
among other things, that the Martin Act is limited only
to fraud in the purchase or sale of securities, not to the
operation of trading platforms, including dark pools.27

Barclays also claims that the lawsuit is preempted by
the Exchange Act,28 which gives the SEC the power to
regulate trading platforms such as dark pools.29

The state has responded to Barclays’ motion to dis-
miss by arguing that the Martin Act was designed to
protect investors from conduct, such as that of Bar-
clays, that impacted ‘‘institutions like pension funds,
mutual funds and the like that manage securities on be-
half of ordinary investors.’’30

The trial court has yet to rule on Barclays’ motion to
dismiss.

The mere filing of the lawsuit has itself greatly im-
pacted Barclays’ business, causing an initial 75 percent
drop in its dark pool’s trading volume.31 Operators of
dark pools and the high-frequency traders who partici-
pate in them should therefore be aware of the immedi-
ate and significant impact such a lawsuit can have on
trading. They should also anticipate that state authori-
ties will seek to apply state securities laws, which often
hold prosecutors to a lower burden of proof, to HFT, as
the scrutiny of the practice increases.

International Scope
Of HFT Investigations

The enforcement risks facing HFT firms are not lim-
ited to the U.S. side of the Atlantic. In what is becoming
an increasingly common display of transatlantic coop-
eration, on July 22, 2013, the U.K. Financial Conduct
Authority (formerly known as the Financial Services
Authority) announced the imposition of a roughly $1
million fine and a six-month trading ban against Coscia
and Panther for having used practices such as spoofing
and layering to make thousands of false orders on the
ICE Futures Europe exchange. This was the FCA’s first
penalty against a high-frequency trader.32 The FCA’s
announcement was made in conjunction with the an-
nouncement of similar fines and trading bans against
Coscia and Panther by the CME and CFTC. The FCA’s
cross-border coordination of the HFT enforcement ac-
tion is in keeping with a recent series of parallel en-
forcement actions with the CFTC and the Justice De-
partment involving the London interbank offered rate
scandal and insider trading probes conducted in con-
junction with the SEC.

22 Mary Jo White, statement at open meeting on Regulation
SCI (Nov. 19, 2014), available at http://www.sec.gov/News/
PublicStmt/Detail/PublicStmt/1370543489640#.VH3sJPgo61s.

23 SEC press release, SEC Adopts Rules to Improve Sys-
tems Compliance and Integrity (Nov. 19, 2014), available at
www.sec.gov/News/PressRelease/Detail/PressRelease/
1370543496356#.VHCUo4vF_2o.

24 New York v. Barclays Capital Inc., No. 451391/2014 (N.Y.
Sup. Ct. July, 24, 2014).

25 09 WCR 632 (9/19/14). See also N.Y. attorney general
press release, A.G. Schneiderman Announces Fraud Charges
Against Barclays In Connection With Marketing And Opera-
tion of Its Dark Pool (June 25, 2014), available at http://
www.ag.ny.gov/press-release/ag-schneiderman-announces-
fraud-charges-against-barclays-connection-marketing-and.

26 N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law §§ 352-53.

27 Motion to Dismiss, Dkt. No. 12, at 13.
28 15 U.S.C. § 78(a) et seq.
29 Motion to dismiss, Dkt. No. 12, at 16.
30 Opposition to motion to dismiss, Dkt. No. 36, at 2.
31 Scott Patterson, Barclays Files to Dismiss New York At-

torney General’s Dark-Pool Complaint, Wall Street Journal
(July 24, 2014), available at http://online.wsj.com/articles/
barclays-files-to-dismiss-new-york-attorney-generals-dark-
pool-complaint-1406212565.

32 In August 2011, the FSA fined Swift Trade roughly $12.3
million for trading abuses involving layering that were similar
to the practices alleged against Panther.
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It seems unlikely that this will be an isolated enforce-
ment action by the FCA. In widely reported remarks,
the FCA’s Chief Executive Officer Martin Wheatley
warned that the FCA was monitoring firms across the
industry to understand ‘‘the risks associated with the
development of algorithms for use in high-frequency
trading.’’33 Later in the summer, Wheatley responded to
queries from the Economic Affairs Committee of the
House of Lords regarding ‘‘predatory trading’’ by HFT
firms and assured the committee that the FCA was in-
tending to implement a range of new requirements for
HFT activity and would ‘‘continue to identify and ad-
dress any behaviour that threatens market integrity.’’34

In addition to the enforcement activity underway in
the U.K., HFT traders are facing increased scrutiny by
regulators in the European Union. HFT traders in the
EU are also facing tougher new rules in the upcoming
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II. Many be-
lieve the new European rules will be modeled on the
German HFT Act, which took effect in May 2013 and in-
cludes a significantly broadened definition of ‘‘market
abuse,’’ such as entering an order without the intent to
trade but with the aim to signal misleading or incorrect
information. The EU’s financial services chief has
warned that the new standards will be ‘‘one of the
strictest set of regulations for HFT in the world.’’35 With

this in mind, HFT firms should expect enhanced en-
forcement activity from European regulators and con-
tinued cooperation with their U.S. enforcement col-
leagues.

HFT Firms and the Future
Of HFT Investigations

HFT firms and traders are in the crosshairs of regula-
tory and enforcement authorities inside and outside the
U.S., which has cast a wide net over what were once be-
lieved to be commonly accepted practices of HFT firms.
HFT firms should take the following steps to minimize
the risks associated with operating in an intensely scru-
tinized marketplace:

s Review and remain in compliance with HFT rules,
regulations and guidance issued by regulators.

s Develop and maintain a robust compliance pro-
gram to educate HFT traders regarding HFT rules,
regulations and guidance.

s Recognize the many sources of information that
can give rise to an HFT-related investigation, including:
tips, referrals, complaints, requisite HFT firm disclo-
sures and settlements with regulatory agencies.

s Conduct internal investigations, with outside
counsel where appropriate, regarding alleged wrongdo-
ing.

s Consider the breadth of exposure across regula-
tory and enforcement agencies, both inside and outside
the U.S.

s Attempt to structure global resolutions of inqui-
ries, whether initiated by regulators or the DOJ, to
avoid subsequent enforcement proceedings.

33 Lindsay Fortado and Dave Michaels, High-Frequency
Trading Models Get FCA’s Wheatley Scrutiny, Bloomberg
(June 4, 2014), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/
2014-06-04/high-frequency-trading-models-get-fca-s-wheatley-
scrutiny.html.

34 Wheatley letter to Lord Hollick, at 2-3 (Aug. 18, 2014),
available at http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-
committees/economic-affairs/High-Frequency-Trading-and-
Going-Concern/Martin-Wheatley-to-Chairman.pdf.

35 Jim Brunsden, Lawmakers Back High-Frequency Trade
Curbs in EU Markets Law, Bloomberg (April 15, 2014), avail-

able at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-04-15/
lawmakers-back-high-frequency-trade-curbs-in-eu-markets-
law.html.
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